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We introdue a minimal model desribing the physis of lassial two-dimensional (2D) frustrated
Heisenberg systems, where spins order in a non-planar way at T = 0. This model, onsisting of
oupled trihedra (or Ising-RP 3 model), enompasses Ising (hiral) degrees of freedom, spin-wave
exitations and Z2 vorties. Extensive Monte Carlo simulations show that the T = 0 hiral order
disappears at nite temperature in a ontinuous phase transition in the 2D Ising universality lass,
despite misleading intermediate-size eets observed at the transition. The analysis of ongura-
tions reveals that short-range spin utuations and Z2 vorties proliferate near the hiral domain
walls explaining the strong renormalization of the transition temperature. Chiral domain walls an
themselves arry an unloalized Z2 topologial harge, and vorties are then preferentially paired
with harged walls. Further, we onjeture that the anomalous size-eets suggest the proximity of
the present model to a triritial point. A body of results is presented, that all support this laim:
(i) First-order transitions obtained by Monte Carlo simulations on several related models (ii) Ap-
proximate mapping between the Ising-RP 3 model and a dilute Ising model (exhibiting a triritial
point) and, nally, (iii) Mean-eld results obtained for Ising-multispin Hamiltonians, derived from
the high-temperature expansion for the vetor spins of the Ising-RP 3 model.
PACS numbers: 05.50.+q,75.10.Hk
I. INTRODUCTION
On bipartite latties, the energy of the lassial Heisen-
berg, as well as XY, antiferromagnet is minimized by
ollinear spin ongurations. Any two suh ground states
an be ontinuously transformed into one another by a
global spin rotation. By ontrast, it is quite ommon
that the ground state manifold of frustrated magnets
omprises several onneted omponents, with respet to
global spin rotations, that transform into one another un-
der disrete symmetry only. Examples inlude Villain's
fully frustrated XY model,
1
the J1−J2 Heisenberg model
on the square lattie,
2,3
the J −K4 model on the trian-
gular lattie,
4
the J1 − J3 model on the square lattie,5
and the J1 − J2 model on the kagomé lattie.6,7
The Mermin-Wagner theorem
8
forbids the sponta-
neous breakdown of ontinuous symmetries, suh as spin
rotations, at any T > 0 in two dimensions (2D). How-
ever, as was rst notied by Villain,
1
the breakdown of
the disrete symmetries relating the dierent onneted
omponents of the ground state manifold may indeed
give rise to nite temperature phase transition(s). Suh
transitions have been evidened numerially in a num-
ber of frustrated systems, with either XY
9
or Heisenberg
spins.
3,4,6,7
We are interested in a partiular lass of models with
Heisenberg spins, where the ground state has non-planar
long-range order.
4,6,7
In this ase the ground state is la-
beled by an O(3) matrix. Hene the ground state man-
ifold is O(3) = SO(3) × Z2 whih breaks down into
two opies of SO(3). The two onneted omponents,
say 1 and 2, are exhanged by a global spin inversion
(
~Si → −~Si) and may be labeled by opposite salar hi-
ralities
~Si · (~Sj × ~Sk). Hene we introdue a loal Ising
variable σ(~r) = ±1 whih measures whether the spins
around ~r have the hirality of setor 1 or 2. At T = 0 the
hiralities σ(~r) are long-range ordered and the ground
state belongs to a given setor. On the other hand, at
high enough temperature the system is fully disordered.
Hene, on very general grounds we expet the sponta-
neous breakdown of the spin inversion symmetry, assoi-
ated to 〈σ(~r)〉 6= 0, at some intermediate temperature.
Further, from the standpoint of Landau-Ginzburg the-
ory, one antiipates a ritial transition in the 2D Ising
universality lass. However, of the two relevant models
studied so far,
4,6,7
none shows the signature of an Ising
transition. Instead, as was pointed out by some of us in
Ref. 7, the existene of underlying (ontinuous) spin de-
grees of freedom ompliates the naive Ising senario, and
atually drives the hiral transition towards rst-order.
To get a better sense of this interplay between disrete
and ontinuous degrees of freedom, it is useful to remem-
ber that in 2D, although spin-waves disorder the spins
at any T > 0, the spin-spin orrelation length may be
huge (ξ ∼ exp(−A/T )) at low temperature,10 espeially
in frustrated systems. Hene, it is likely that the ee-
tive, spin-wave mediated, interation between the emer-
gent Ising degrees of freedom extends signiantly be-
yond one lattie spaing, even at nite temperature and
in 2D.
Further, we point out that the exitations built on the
ontinuous degrees of freedom are not neessarily lim-
ited to spin-waves. To be more spei, if the onneted
omponents of the ground state manifold are not simply
2onneted, as is the ase for SO(3), then there also ex-
ists defets in the spin textures. Here, Π1(SO(3)) = Z2
implies that Z2 point defets (vorties in 2D) are topo-
logially stable. Clearly these additional exitations may
also aet the nature of the transition assoiated to the
Ising degrees of freedom. In fat, it was shown on one
example
7
that the rst-order hiral transition is triggered
by the proliferation of these defets.
In this paper we aim at larifying the nature of the in-
terplay between the dierent types of exitations found
in Heisenberg systems with non-planar long-range order
at T = 0. Note that the assoiated unit ell is typi-
ally quite large, whih severely limits the sample sizes
amenable to simulations. Hene, we introdue a minimal
model with the same physial ontent as the frustrated
models studied in Refs 4,6,7.
As was already mentioned, in the above frustrated spin
systems, the spin onguration at T = 0 is entirely de-
sribed by an O(3) matrix, or equivalently a trihedron
in spin spae. At low temperature, the spin long-range
order is wiped out by long wavelength spin waves, but
from the onsiderations above we antiipate that, at low
enough temperatures, the desription in terms of tri-
hedra in spin spae still makes sense, at least loally.
To be more spei, we assign three unit vetors
~Si
a
(a = 1, 2, 3) to every site i of the square lattie, subjet
the orthogonality onstraint
~Si
a · ~Sib = δa,b, (1)
and we assume the following interation energy
E = −
3∑
a=1
∑
〈i,j〉
~Si
a · ~Sja. (2)
Hene we onsider three ferromagneti Heisenberg mod-
els, tightly oupled through the rigid onstraint (1). At
T = 0, the energy is minimized by any onguration with
all trihedra aligned, and the manifold of ground states
is O(3), as desired. This alone ensures the existene of
the three types of exitations: i) SO(3) spin waves (or-
responding to the rotation of the trihedra), ii) SO(3)
vorties, and iii) Ising (hiral) degrees of freedom, orre-
sponding to the right or left-handedness of the trihedra.
42
The present study is devoted to the model dened by
Eqs. 1 and 2.
In Setion II we reformulate this model more onve-
niently in terms of hiralities and four-dimensional (4D)
vetors, yielding the so-alled Ising-RP 3 model. For lar-
ity we rst onsider a simplied version of this model
where the hirality variables are frozen, and we use this
setup to detail our method to detet vortex ores and
analyze their spatial distribution.
In setion III, we return to the full Ising-RP 3 model
and evidene the order-disorder transition of the Ising
variables at nite-temperature. The nature of the tran-
sition is asserted by a thorough nite-size analysis us-
ing Monte-Carlo simulations. To larify the nature of
the interplay between disrete and ontinuous degrees of
freedom we perform a mirosopi analysis of typial on-
gurations.
For the most part, the remainder of our work originates
from the observation of peuliar intermediate size eets
at the transition. This leads us to argue that the present
model lies lose to a triritial point in some parameter
spae.
To support our laim we rst introdue and perform
Monte Carlo simulations on two modied versions of
our model that i) preserve the O(3) manifold of ground
states, and ii) lead to a rst-order transition of the Ising
variables.
This is further elaborated on in setion IV, where we
draw an analogy between the Ising-RP 3 model and the
large q Potts model. Another analogy, this time to a
dilute Ising model, is drawn in setion V, where we argue
that the regions of strong misalignment of the trihedra,
near Ising domain walls, an be treated as depletions
in the texture formed by the 4D-vetors.
Finally, in Setion VI we take another route and trae
out the ontinuous degrees of freedom perturbatively, re-
sulting in an eetive model for the Ising variables, that
we proeed to study at the mean-eld level.
II. BASICS OF THE MODEL
A. Ising-RP 3 formulation
The model dened by Eqs. 1 and 2 an be onve-
niently reformulated as an Ising model oupled to a four-
omponent spin system with biquadrati interations. In-
deed, every trihedron is represented by an SO(3) matrix
Mi and a hirality σi = ±1:
~Si
1
= σiMi

 10
0

 , ~Si2 = σiMi

 01
0

 , ~Si3 = σiMi

 00
1

 .
(3)
Using these variables, Eq. 2 reads
E = −
∑
〈i,j〉
σiσjTr
[
(Mi)
tMj
]
(4)
The isomorphism between SO(3) and SU(2)/ {1,−1},
maps a rotation M(θ, ~n) of angle θ about the ~n axis
onto the pair of SU(2) matries ± exp(i θ2~n · ~σ), where
the omponents of ~σ are the Pauli matries. The lat-
ter an be written using two opposite 4D real vetors
±~v = ±(v0, vx, vy, vz) with ~v2 = 1:
exp
(
i
θ
2
~n · ~σ
)
=
[
v0 + ivz ivx + vy
ivx − vy v0 − ivz
]
(5)
v0 = cos(θ/2) , va = na sin(θ/2). (6)
Irrespetive of the loal (arbitrary) hoie of represen-
tation ±~vi, one has
Tr
[
(Mi)
tMj
]
= 4(~vi · ~vj)2 − 1 (7)
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FIG. 1: (Color online). SO(3) an be represented by a ball
of radius π. A rotation of angle θ ∈ [0, π] around the ~n axis
is represented in this ball by the extremity of the vetor θ~n.
Two opposite points of the surfae (joined by a dashed line)
represent the same rotation. A loop with an odd number of
rossings, suh as ABFEA or CDEFC, annot be ontinu-
ously shrunk to a point. This is not the ase when the number
of rossings is even: a) ABCDEA rosses the surfae both at
(AB) and (CD). b)-) It an be ontinuously deformed to ol-
lapse points B on C, and A on D. d) AD and BC beome
ontratible losed loops, that ollapse on idential points.
whene the energy reads
E = −
∑
〈i,j〉
σiσj
(
4(~vi · ~vj)2 − 1
)
. (8)
B. Z2 vorties in the xed-hirality limit
Here we rst onsider the simplied ase where the
Ising degrees of freedom are frozen to, say, σi = +1. In
this limit we reover the so-alled RP 3 model,43 whih
ontains both spin-waves and Z2 vorties, and desribes
interating SO(3) matries. Together with related frus-
trated spin models (Heisenberg model on the triangular
lattie for instane), the RP 3 model has been the entral
subjet of a number of studies fousing on a putative
binding-unbinding transition of the Z2 vorties at nite
temperature.
13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24
This is a deli-
ate and ontroversial issue, whih is not essential to the
present work. Instead, we merely disuss some proper-
ties of the vortex ongurations that will be useful for
omparison with the full O(3) (or Ising-RP 3) model.
To loate the topologial point defets (vortex
ores) we resort to the usual proedure: Consider
a losed path, L, on the lattie, running through
sites i0, · · · , in−1, in ≡ i0. L indues a loop CL in
the order parameter spae, dened by the matries
Mi0 , · · · ,Min−1 ,Min (in this spae the path betweenMik
and Mik+1 is dened as the shortest one). The homo-
topy lass of CL is an element of Π1. If it is the identity,
then the CL loop is ontratible. Otherwise, L surrounds
(at least) one topologial defet.
25
In the RP 3 model, the fundamental group is
Π1(SO(3)) = Z2, so that the topologial harge an take
only two values: the homotopy lass of CL orrespond
to the parity of the number of point defets enlosed in
L. This is to be ontrasted with the better-known SO(2)
vorties, assoiated, for instane, to the XY model: the
latter arry an integer harge (Π1(SO(2)) = Z) while the
former arry merely a sign.
The number of Z2 vorties of a given onguration
is obtained by looking for vortex ores on eah elemen-
tary plaquette of the lattie. The vortiity Ω(p) of a
square plaquette p is omputed using by mapping SO(3)
to RP 3 = S3/Z2: on every site i we arbitrarily hoose
one of the two equivalent representations ±~vi of the loal
SO(3) matrix and ompute
Ω(p) =
∏
p
sign(~vi.~vj), (9)
where i and j are nearest neighbors and the produt runs
over the four edges of p. The assoiated losed loop
in SO(3) is non-ontratible when the plaquette hosts a
vortex ore, and is identied by Ω(p) = −1. Note that
Ω(p) is a gauge invariant quantity, i.e. it is independent
of the loal hoie of representation ±~vi, as it should be.
We performed a Monte Carlo simulation of the RP 3
model using a Wang-Landau algorithm, detailed in Ap-
pendix A. In the upper panel of Fig. 2 we plot the vortex
density nΩ, dened as the number of plaquettes host-
ing a vortex ore divided by the total number of plaque-
ttes. Vorties are seen to appear and the density inreases
upon inreasing the temperature from T ≃ 1. However,
no ritial behavior (saling) is observed upon inreasing
the system size. The latter is also true of other sim-
ple thermodynami quantities, suh as the energy or the
spei heat, although the latter is maximum when the
inrease in nΩ is steepest, at T ≃ 1.3.44
A typial onguration is shown in the lower panel of
Fig. 2, at a temperature T = 1.1, about 20% lower than
that of the maximum of the spei heat. Plaquettes
hosting a vortex ore are indiated by a (red) bullet. Note
that nΩ is rather small at this temperature, and that all
vorties are paired, exept for two, evidening the strong
binding of the vorties.
In the same gure the width of every bond (i, j) is pro-
portional to Bij = 1− (~vi ·~vj)2 and indiates the relative
orientation of the two 4D-vetors ~vi and ~vj . Bij = 0 (no
segment) orresponds to parallel 4D-vetors (or idential
trihedra), whih minimizes the bond energy ( Eij = −3).
In partiular, all bonds have Bij = 0 at T = 0. On
the ontrary, Bij = 1 (thik blak segment) indiates a
maximally frustrated bond (Eij = +1) with orthogonal
4D-vetors (the two trihedra dier by a rotation of angle
π). Figure 2 shows that the vortex ores are loated in
regions of enhaned short-range utuations of the on-
tinuous variables (represented by thik bonds), but that
the onverse is not neessarily true.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE
ISINGRP 3 MODEL
We now return to the full Ising-RP 3 model, dened
in Eq. 8. We report results of Monte Carlo simulations,
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Uniform frozen hirality model (see
text paragraph II B). Top: Vortex density nΩ versus tem-
perature T , from L = 16 to L = 64, from bottom to top.
Bottom: Thermalized onguration at T ≃ 1.1 on a sys-
tem of size L = 72 (only a 45×45 square snippet is shown).
Square plaquettes arrying a Z2 vortex ore are denoted by a
(red) bullet. The width of eah bond (i, j) is proportional to
Bij = 1− (~vi · ~vj)
2
(by slies of 1/8). Bonds with Bij ≤ 1/8
are not drawn.
using the Wang-Landau algorithm desribed in Appendix
A, for linear sizes up to L = 88 with periodi boundary
onditions.
A. Spei heat and energy distribution
One the Ising degrees of freedom are relaxed, the max-
imum of the spei heat diverges with the system size,
indiating a phase transition. Further, the saling as
∼ log(L) (Fig. 3) for the largest L suggests a ontinuous
transition in the Ising-2D universality lass. To aser-
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Maximum value of the spei heat as a
funtion of system size L. The saling at large L is orretly
reprodued by the ane log t A + B ln(L) (straight line).
Inset: spei heat Cv versus temperature T for L = 64 and
80 from right to left.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Probability distribution P (E, Tc) of the
energy per site at Tc(L) for inreasing linear L, from L = 16
to L = 88, from bottom to top. Tc(L) is the temperature
where Cv is maximum. A double-peak is visible for L <∼ 60,
and disappears for L = 72 and L = 80.
tain the ontinuous nature of the transition, we omputed
the probability distribution P (E, T = Tc) of the energy
per site, obtained from the density of states g(E) (Fig. 4).
Here Tc(L) is dened as the temperature where the spe-
i heat is maximum. Rather surprisingly, from small
to intermediate lattie sizes, P (E, T = Tc) shows the bi-
modal struture harateristi of a rst-order transition.
However, this feature disappears smoothly upon inreas-
ing the system size, and a single peak nally emerges for
L ≥ 72.
Hene we laim that the phase transition is ontinu-
ous indeed, in the Ising-2D universality lass, although
the saling and energy distribution at moderate sizes is
misleading. This peuliar nite-size behavior evidenes a
large but nite length sale whose exat nature has not
been eluidated so far. We onjeture that it may be
related to the proximity, in some parameter spae, to a
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Finite-size saling at, or near, the
transition temperature. a) Resaled hirality (Eq. 10) ver-
sus resaled temperature for 40 ≤ L ≤ 80. b) Log-log plot of
the maximum of the Ising suseptibility vs. L. ) Saling of
the maximum of the spei heat vs. 1/L (log-linear plot). d)
Evolution of the Binder umulant B(L, T ) with temperature,
from L = 16 to L = 88, from bottom to top.
triritial point where the transition beomes disontin-
uous. Further arguments in support to this laim will be
provided in Setions III E, IV and V.
B. Ising order parameter
The ordering of the hirality variables σi is probed by
the following Ising order parameter:
σ =
〈
1
N
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
σi
∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (10)
where N is the number of sites. With the results above
in mind we analyze the nite-size eets on the hirality
using the saling law Lβ/νσ = f
(
L1/ν
(
T−Tc
Tc
))
with
β = 1/8 and ν = 1. Fig. 5(a) shows a data ollapse of
the Ising order parameter for 40 ≤ L ≤ 88, in agreement
with the 2D-Ising ritial senario (β = 1/8 and ν = 1).
Figure 5(b) shows the saling of the maximum of the
Ising suseptibility χσ versus L. The slope γ/ν = 1.76±
0.02 is very lose to the expeted value of 7/4. We also
plot the temperature Tc(L) of the the maximum of the
spei heat at size L (Fig. 5()), showing the expeted
asymptoti saling Tc(L) ∼ T∞ + A/L1/ν with ν = 1.
Finally, we omputed the fourth-order Binder umulant
B(L, T ) = 1− 1
3
〈σ4〉
〈σ2〉2 (11)
whih shows a harateristi L-independent rossing at
Tc ≃ 0.97 (Fig. 5(d)). Note however that the value of
the umulant at the rossing B(L = 72, T
rossing
) ≃ 0.65
remains larger than the universal value of the 2D Ising
model (0.6107). This disrepany possibly originates
from the fat that L is not signiantly larger than the
rossover length-sale beyond whih the two peaks in
P (E, Tc) merge (Se. III A), making it uneasy to obtain a
reliable estimate of the fourth moment of the distribution
of hiralities. We also point out that similar disrepan-
ies were observed in the simulation of other emergent
Ising systems with ontinuous degrees of freedom.
3,9
C. Z2 vorties in the Ising-RP
3
model
We now turn to the identiation of Z2 vorties in the
model dened in Eq. 8. The better-known ase of an
SO(3) ground state manifold (ferromagnetially frozen
hiralities) was detailed in Setion. II B One the hiral
degrees of freedom are relaxed, the ground state manifold
is enlarged to O(3) = Z2 × SO(3) and the denition of
vortiity enlosed in lattie loops requires some aution.
Let us onsider two sites i and j and their assoiated el-
ements of O(3), Mi and Mj . As long as Mi and Mj have
the same hirality, no extra diulty arises. However,
if they have opposite hiralities (determinants), then the
mere existene of a ontinuous path onneting the two
6elements in SO(3) is ill-posed, sine they eah belong to
a dierent SO(3) setor of O(3). Hene the omputation
of the irulation Ω(L) makes sense only for loops L en-
losed in a domain of uniform hirality. In partiular, the
omputation of the Z2 vortiity on plaquettes loated in
the bulk of uniform domains follows the lines detailed in
Setion II B without modiation.
The ase of non-uniform plaquettes, sitting on a hi-
ral domain wall, may be addressed in an indiret way.
We onsider a losed loop L that i) only visits sites with
hirality σi = +1, ii) enloses a domain of opposite hi-
rality σi = −1. i) ensures that Ω(L) is well dened.
On the other hand one an always dene unambiguously
Nv(L), the number of vortex ores on uniform plaque-
ttes inside L. If the hirality were uniform inside L then
Ω(L) = (−1)Nv(L) would hold. However, when L en-
loses a domain with reversed hirality, an extra on-
tribution arises on the right hand side, oming from the
non-uniform plaquettes sitting on the domain wall, whih
are not aounted for by (−1)Nv(L). Sine Ω(L) = ±1 we
obtain Ω(L) = ǫ
w
(−1)Nv(L) where ǫ
w
= ±1 ats as the
topologial harge of the hiral domain wall. As a result,
the present workaround yields the total Z2 harge arried
by the hiral domain wall, whih is always well dened.
Figure 7(a) shows a typial onguration near Tc.
Again, vorties in the bulk of Ising domains are indiated
by (red) bullets A thorough study of typial ongura-
tions reveals that most of these vortex ores are atually
paired with a nearby harged domain wall (not rep-
resented in Fig. 7(a)). One the harge of the walls is
appropriately aounted for, the total measured harge
is 1 indeed. Note that suh vortex/harged-wall pairs
feature two Z2 harges, but involve the reation of only
one vortex ore. Hene they are energetially favored
ompared to genuine pairs of Z2 vorties in the bulk of
hiral domains. This is evidened, for instane, by the
proliferation of vorties at lower temperatures in the full
Ising-RP 3 than in the RP 3 model (ompare the upper
panel of Fig.2 with Fig.6(b)).
To quantify the pairing eet of Z2 vorties with
harged walls, we impose a domain wall by splitting in
the system in two parts with frozen but opposite hi-
ralities (periodi boundary onditions are used). Fig-
ure 6(a) shows the exess density of vorties near the
domain wall, ompared to the density in the bulk of the
domains, as a funtion of the distane to the interfae
for T = 1.3. In agreement with the trend observed in
Fig. 7(a), vortex/harged-wall pairs are learly favored
ompared to vortex/vortex pairs in the bulk. Moreover,
this eet is robust: the exess density of vorties is siz-
able in a wide range of temperatures. Overall we anti-
ipate that the same mehanism will prevail near more
omplex interfaes, suh as those obtained in the full
Ising-RP 3 model at equilibrium.
For ompleteness, we omputed the ore vortex den-
sity nΩ (dened as the number of vortex ores on uniform
plaquettes divided by the number of suh plaquettes) as
a funtion of temperature for dierent lattie sizes: the
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FIG. 6: (Color online) a) Exess density of vorties vs. dis-
tane to the domain wall at T = 1.3 (see text). b) Vortex
density in the bulk of hiral domains vs. temperature T , from
L = 16 to L = 88, from bottom to top. ) Maximum of
“
dnΩ
dT
”
versus spei heat maximum maxT(Cv) for 16 ≤ L ≤ 88.
inrease in the vortex density at the transition temper-
ature (Fig. 6(b)) sales with the system size. This is
apparent on the assoiated suseptibility dnΩ/dT whose
maximum sales with L like the maximum of the spei
heat (Fig. 6()). This is to be ompared with the non-
ritial behavior of the vortex density in the RP 3 model
disussed in Setion II B where dnΩ/dT remains nite at
all temperatures.
7(a)
(b)
FIG. 7: (Color online) Thermalized onguration at T ≃ Tc
of a system of size L = 72 (only a 45 × 45 square snippet
is shown). Red bullets indiate elementary square plaquettes
that i) host a Z2 vortex ore and ii) have all four σi equal.
Plaquettes with homogeneous up (resp. down) hiralities are
represented by green (resp white) squares. a) the width of
bonds (i, j) is proportional to Bij (see text). b) Bonds are
drawn only if Bij > 1/2.
D. Spatial orrelations of disrete and ontinuous
utuations
Figure 7(a) also reveals that the bonds standing aross
hiral domain walls (σiσj = −1) are also the most dis-
ordered, or thikest, ones. This strong orrelation is all
the more apparent in Figure 7(b), where only the highest-
energy, most disordered, bonds, are represented, dened
as Bij > 1/2: they are rather sare in the bulk of Ising
domains. Hene the two kinds of utuations (assoiated
to the disrete Ising variables and to the ontinuous 4D-
vetors, respetively) are both loalized lose to Ising do-
main walls. As a result, the energy barrier for the forma-
tion of a domain wall is onsiderably lowered ompared
to the pure Ising model (with all 4D-vetors frozen in
a ferromagneti onguration). This is evidened by the
low transition temperature Tc = 0.97 for the Ising transi-
tion observed in the present Ising-RP 3 model, ompared
to Tc = 2.269 for the Ising model in 2D.
E. Small modiations of the Ising-RP 3 model and
tuning of the nature of the phase transition
In view of the peuliar nite-size, rst-order-like, be-
havior of the energy distribution shown in Figure 4, we
argue that the Ising-RP 3 model ould be near a tririt-
ial point in some parameter spae. This is onsistent
with the nature of the phase transitions observed in a
number of related lassial frustrated spin models with
similar ontent, i.e. spin-waves, Z2-vorties and Ising-
like hiralities.
6,7,26
In support of our laim, we present two distortions of
the original Hamiltonian (8) whih preserve the ground
state symmetry, hene the nature of the exitations
above, and show that they undergo a rst-order phase
transition.
As it turns out, a simple hange in the bond energy
Eij = −σiσj(4(~vi · ~vj)2 − a) (12)
from a = 1 in the original Hamiltonian (8) to a = 1.75,
is suient to drive the order-disorder transition of the
Ising variables towards rst order. This an be seen in
Figure 8, where both the maximum of the spei heat
(Fig. 8(a)) and that of the hiral suseptibility (Fig. 8(b))
sale as ∼ L2. Furthermore, ontrary to the Ising-RP 3
ase, the energy probability distribution P (E, T = Tc)
remains bimodal for all lattie sizes, with a minimum
that gets more and more pronouned upon inreasing the
system size (not shown).
Inreasing a from a = 1 in (12) learly dereases the
energy gap for a hirality ip σi → −σi. However, the
assoiated modiation of the entropy balane between
the ordered and disordered phase is less obvious.
Entropi eets are more expliit and better ontrolled
in the following family of ontinuous spin models on 2D
latties:
Eij = −
∑
<i,j>
(
1 + ~Si · ~Sj
2
)p
. (13)
Indeed, it was shown that for large enough p (p >∼ 100
for XY spins27 and p ≥ 16 for Heisenberg spins28,29)
these systems undergo a phase transition of the liquid-
gas type. Obviously, tuning p does not hange the energy
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FIG. 8: (Color online) a) Saling as L2 of the maximum of the
spei heat and b) of the hiral suseptibility with inreasing
system size L for a = 1.75 in Eq. 12.
sale (Eij ∈ [0, 1]), but inreasing p gradually pushes the
entropy toward the highest energies.
Hene we tweak the Ising-RP 3 model in a similar way,
with:
Eij = −σiσj(4(~vi · ~vj)2p − 1). (14)
One again, Monte Carlo simulations of the distorted
model (14) shows the signatures of a rst-order transi-
tion, for p as small as p = 2 (Fig. 9).
Overall the previous two models illustrate our laim
on the proximity of the Ising transition in the Ising-RP 3
model with a rst-order transition.
IV. ENTROPY OF σiσj BONDS  POTTS
MODEL ANALOGY
Here we take another route and propose a simple qual-
itative analogy to explain how the oupling of hiralities
σi to the ontinuous degrees of freedom ~vi drives the Ising
transition in the Ising-RP 3 model lose to a rst-order
transition.
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Energy distributions at the transition
for model (14).
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Density of state gǫ(E) for a single
bond in model (8). The two olors orrespond to ǫ = σiσj = 1
(green) and ǫ = −1 (red). The lowest energy (E = −3 per
bond) is attained when (~vi · ~vj)
2 = 1 and σiσj = 1.
To that end we ompute the density of states g(E)
for a single bond (i, j). It has two ontributions g(E) =
g+(E) + g−(E) depending on the value of ǫ = σiσj :
gǫ(E) ∼
∫
S3
d3~vi
∫
S3
d3~vjδ
(
E + ǫ(4(~vi · ~vj)2 − 1)
)
∼
∫
S3
d3~viδ
(
E + ǫ(4(v0i )
2 − 1)) (15)
where rotational invariane was used to x ~vj =
[1, 0, 0, 0]. Expliit evaluation of the integral gives
gǫ(−3 ≤ ǫE < 1) = 1
2π
√
3 + ǫE
1− ǫE . (16)
Figure 10 shows the evolution of g±(E) with E. Interest-
ingly, the density of state is remarkably small in the viin-
ity of the (ferromagneti) ground state value (σiσj = 1,
~vi · ~vj = 1, and E = −3). However, if the two trihe-
dra have opposite hiralities, the lowest energy state is
attained for orthogonal vetors ~vi · ~vj = 0, with energy
E = −1, and the assoiated density of states diverges.
This strong entropy unbalane between ordered (ǫ = 1)
and disordered bonds (ǫ = −1) is similar to that of the
well-known q−state Potts models.30 In this model, eah
spin σ an take q dierent olors, and the interation
energy is E = 0 for neighboring sites (i, j) with the same
9olor σi = σj , and E = 1 otherwise, with the resulting
density of states
g(0 ≤ E ≤ 1) = qδ(E) + q(q − 1)δ(E − 1).
Hene disordered ongurations indeed arry more
weight than the ferromagneti ground state. This en-
tropy unbalane is seen to inrease with q and in 2D it is
known to eventually drive the order-disorder transition
towards rst order for q > 4.30
A similar feature is obtained upon distorting the Ising-
RP 3 model as in (14). Indeed, the omputation of the
density of states gp(E) for p = 2 yields
gǫp=2(−3 ≤ ǫE < 1) =
1
2π
√
2−√1− ǫE
(1− ǫE)3/4 , (17)
whih has the same features as in Fig. 10 exept that it di-
verges as ∼ x−3/4 at E = ±1, instead of ∼ x−1/2. Hene,
the distortion of the bond energy shown in (14) essen-
tially inreases the entropy unbalane, whih ultimately
drives the Ising transition towards rst-order (Se. III E),
muh in the same way as in the q−states Potts model.
To elaborate further on the proximity to a rst or-
der transition, it is useful to reall some results from the
real-spae renormalization group (RG) treatment of the
q-states Potts model.31 As noted by Nienhuis et al.,31 in
2D, onventional RG approahes give aurate results in
the ritial regime (q ≤ 4) but inexpliably fail to pre-
dit the rossover to a disontinuous transition for q ≥ 4.
The authors proposed that it originates from the usual
oarse-graining proedure, by whih a single Potts spin is
assigned to a nite region in real spae, using a majority
rule. Intuitively, this brutal substitution beomes phys-
ially questionable when there is no lear majority spin
in the domain, a situation that is likely to our when
the number of olors q is large enough. In partiular, it
yields the possibility of a ferromagneti eetive inter-
ation between suh (artiially) polarized super-ells,
even if the mirosopi spins are disordered. Hene, on-
ventional oarse-graining overestimates the tendeny to
ferromagneti order.
In Ref.
31
it is argued that disordered regions interat
only weakly with their neighbors, hene they are better
oarse-grained as a vaany (missing Pott spin). In sup-
port to this intuitive piture, it was shown that, one
the parameter spae of the original Potts Hamiltonian is
enlarged to inlude the fugaity of these vaanies, the
real-spae RG treatment of the Potts model is able to de-
tet the rossover of the order-disorder transition, seen as
a liquid-gaz transition of the vaanies.
In the following setion we disuss a simplied version
of the Ising-RP 3 model where disrete variables ti are
introdued. The latter play a role similar to that of the
vaanies in Ref. 31.
V. EFFECTIVE DILUTED ISING MODEL
In this setion we propose a simplied model, with
strong analogies to the Ising-RP 3 model (8), that ap-
tures the spatial orrelations evidened in Fig.7(b) and
where the entropy unbalane disussed above for the
Potts model, is at play.
We replae the vetor degrees of freedom with disrete
variables ti = 0, 1, so that the energy beomes:
E = −
∑
〈i,j〉
σiσj(4titj − 1) +D(T )
∑
i
ti. (18)
We introdue a temperature-dependent hemial poten-
tial D(T ) to tune 〈ti〉 (hene 〈titj〉). The relation with
the original model (8) an be understood as follows. A
site with ti = 1 represents a vetor whih is ollinear (or
almost ollinear) with the majority of its neighbors.
On the other hand, a site with ti = 0 represents a ve-
tor whih is perpendiular (or almost perpendiular) to
the majority of its neighbors. The fat that the vetor-
vetor orrelation length is signiantly larger than one
lattie spaing at the temperatures of interest justies
that, loally, the vetors have a well-dened loal ori-
entation. Then, we simply replae (~vi · ~vj)2 by titj . Of
ourse, in the original model, two vetors ~vi and ~vj an be
simultaneously i) orthogonal to most of their neighbors
(ti = tj = 0) and ii) parallel to eah other ((~vi ·~vj)2 = 1):
suh situations are learly disarded by this disretized
model.
45
As a nal enouragement to study the disrete
model of Eq. 18), we mention that its single bond den-
sity of state is qualitatively similar to that of the original
model (Fig. 10): it has two ground states at E = −3
(σi = σj and ti = tj = 1), and 2× 3 exited states asso-
iated to hiral ip at E = −1 (σi = −σj and titj = 0).
This model losely resembles the elebrated Blume-
Capel model,
32
where an Ising transition beomes rst
order when the onentration of holes (sites with ti = 0)
beomes large enough.
46
Sine a simple mean-eld ap-
proximation is suient predit the rst and seond or-
der transition lines of the Blume-Capel model has (de-
pending on the rystal eld parameter ∆), we deter-
mine the mean-eld phase diagram of Eq. 18, using two
mean-eld parameters 〈ti〉 = t and 〈σi〉 = σ. Fig. 11
shows that it is omposed of four transition lines, and
one obtains four distint order-to-disorder transitions
depending on the value of D(T ). Namely, upon in-
reasing D(T ) we nd i) a seond order ferromagneti-
paramagneti transition (large negative D), ii) a rst or-
der ferromagneti-paramagneti transition, iii) a rst or-
der ferromagneti-antiferromagneti transition and iv) a
seond order antiferromagneti-paramagneti transition.
Hene we onjeture that the present model also has a tri-
ritial point, where the ferromagneti to paramagneti
transition hanges from seond order to rst order. This
approah is obviously too rude to be quantitatively a-
urate, but we an still make ontat with the Ising-RP 3
model by adjusting the hemial potential D(T ) to en-
fore 〈titj〉 = 〈(~vi · ~vj)2〉 (the right-hand side is om-
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Shemati mean-eld phase diagram
of the disrete model (18) in the (T,D) plane. The two thin
lines are trajetories of our models (14), with p = 1, 2).
puted in the original Ising-RP 3 model). Upon hang-
ing the temperature, this model desribes a urve in the
D − T plane suh as those shown in Fig. 11. At T =∞,
〈(~vi · ~vj)2〉 = 14 and one an show that D(T = ∞) = 0.
Further, upon dereasing the temperature 〈(~vi · ~vj)2〉
dereases and D(T ) dereases, until the ferromagneti
phase of the disrete model is reahed.
Overall this supports our laim that the unusual nite-
size behavior of the Ising-RP 3 model (Fig. 4), as well
as the proximity to a rst order hiral transition (Se-
tion III E) originates from a nearby triritial point in
parameter spae. Further, the present study suggests
that the nature and origin of the triritial point an
be understood, at least qualitatively, from an eetive
Blume-Capel like model.
VI. EFFECTIVE ISING MODEL WITH
MULTIPLE-SPIN INTERACTIONS
In this setion we detail a more quantitative approah
to the Ising-RP 3 model, in whih the vetor spins ~vi are
integrated out perturbatively in β = 1/T , in order to
derive an eetive Ising model for the hirality degrees
of freedom. From this standpoint, multiple spin intera-
tions between hiralities are diretly responsible for the
proximity to a rst order transition.
A. Integrating out the vetor spins
Beause the order parameter of the transition is the
hirality, and beause the vetor spins never order at
T > 0, it is natural to look for an eetive model involv-
ing only the hiralities. Moreover, we have shown that
the Ising domain walls are aompanied by short distane
rearrangements of the 4D-vetors, and that it is a very
important aspet of the energetis of the system. It is
thus natural to expet that a high temperature expan-
sion for the vetor spins (whih aptures short-distane
orrelations) will be semi-quantitatively valid.
Formally, the integration over the 4D-vetors leads to
the following energy Eeff for a onguration {σi} of the
hiralities:
Eeff({σi}) = −T ln
(〈
e−βE({σi,~vi})
〉)
, (19)
where E({σi, ~vi}) is given by Eq. 8, and 〈· · · 〉 is the
T =∞ average for eah vetor spin ~vi ∈ S3 (uniform
measure on S3 × · · · × S3).
In the following, we derive the eetive interation of
the hiralities by expanding Eq (19) in powers of β = 1/T
up to order β8.
B. 1/T expansion
〈
e−βE({σi,~vi})
〉
=
∞∑
n=0
(−β)n
n!
×
∑
〈i1,j1〉
∑
〈i2,j2〉
· · ·
∑
〈in,jn〉
〈Ei1j1Ei2j2 · · ·Einjn〉
×σi1σj1 · · ·σinσjn (20)
with
Eij = 1− 4(~vi · ~vj)2 (21)
As 〈Eij〉 = 0, expanding the logarithm of Eq. 19 in pow-
ers of β yields the following umulant expansion:
Eeff({σi}) = −T

β2
2!
∑
〈i1,j1〉
∑
〈i2,j2〉
C2i1j1i2j2σi1σj1σi2σj2
− β
3
3!
∑
〈i1,j1〉
∑
〈i2,j2〉
∑
〈i3,,j3〉
C3i1j1i2j2i3j3σi1σj1σi2σj2σi3σj3
+
β4
4!
∑
〈i1,j1〉
· · ·
∑
〈i4,j4〉
C4i1j1···i4j4σi1σj1 · · ·σi4σj4 +O(β5)


(22)
with the umulants
C2i1j1i2j2 = 〈Ei1j1Ei2j2〉 (23)
C3i1j1i2j2i3j3 = 〈Ei1j1Ei2j2Ei3j3〉 (24)
C4i1j1···i4j4 = 〈Ei1j1 · · ·Ei4j4〉
− 〈Ei1j1Ei2j2〉 〈Ei3j3Ei4j4〉
− 〈Ei1j1Ei3j3〉 〈Ei2j2Ei4j4〉
− 〈Ei1j1Ei4j4〉 〈Ei2j2Ei3j3〉 (25)
As usual in series expansion, the umulant Cn is
non-zero only if the graph dened by the n bonds
(i1, j1), · · · , (in, jn) is onneted. Moreover, rotational
invariane ensures that only graphs that are one-partile-
irreduible ontribute. For this reason, C2i1j1i2j2 is non-
zero only when the two bonds oinide, resulting in a
11
onstant ontribution (independent of the σi) to Eeff . At
the next order, and for the same reason, the only non-
zero C3 ome from graphs where the three bonds oin-
ide (and C3121212 = 1). This generates an eetive rst
neighbor Ising interation proportional to 1/T 2:
Eeff = − 1
6T 2
∑
〈i,j〉
σiσj . (26)
C4 only provides a onstant ontribution to the ee-
tive energy. C5 and C6 terms introdue new two-hirality
interations, between rst, seond and third neighbors.
Moreover, a C6 term gives the rst interation with more
than two hiralities, namely:
− 1
9T 5
∑
〈i,j,k,l〉
σiσjσkσl, (27)
where the sum runs over square plaquettes.
At this order in β, the Ising-RP3 model appears as an
Ising model with two and four spin interations. The ef-
fet of suh multiple-spin interations has been studied
for the 3D Ising model, where an additional four spin in-
teration, if it is large enough, an make the transition
rst order.
33
This an be understood, at least qualita-
tively, from a very simple mean eld point of view. In-
deed, p−spin interations will translate into terms of the
order of mp in the Landau free energy (m being the order
parameter). Hene it is lear that tuning the strength of
multiple (≥ 4) spin interations an reshape the free en-
ergy landsape, and drive the transition from seond to
rst-order.
However, various approahes predited that the sim-
plest 4-spin interations were not enough to obtain a
rst-order transition in two dimensions.
34,35,36
To hek
these preditions we performed Monte Carlo simulations
of a simple Ising model with rst neighbor oupling, sup-
plemented with a 4-spins plaquette interation.
47
The
Hamiltonian reads
H = −J
∑
<ij>
σiσj −K
∑

σiσjσkσl, (28)
with J,K > 0. Using nite-size saling analysis, we nd
that the transition remains of seond-order on the whole
range 0 ≤ K/J ≤ 10.
This lead us to ontinue the high-temperature expan-
sion up to order β8, where a multi-spin interation in-
volving 6 hiralities is generated (with new 2- and 4-
interation terms). The eetive Hamiltonian beomes
quite ompliated and therefore we resort to a simple
mean-eld alulation.
C. Mean-eld approximation
The expansion of Eq. 19 up to β8 leads to a huge num-
ber of terms and it is neessary to proeed systemati-
ally in order to obtain all the diagrams. In mean-eld,
g Ng
2
2
240
720
360
2
840
3360
1680
2520
10080
30240
6720
3360
13440
6720
161280
80640
120960
60480
120960
2
2016
12096
6048
20160
10080
40320
20160
30240
15120
30240
120960
362880
725760
483840
725760
362880
362880
362880
181440
725760
241920
181440
725760
725760
362880
544320
1088640
181440
5806080
2903040
1451520
2903040
1451520
TABLE I: List of all diagrams ontributing to the high tem-
perature series expansion up to order β8. All verties with an
odd number of lines orrespond to a σi in the eetive Ising
model, to a m in the mean-eld approximation. Ng is the
number of ways in the graph g an be loated on the lattie.
eah hirality is replaed by its mean value 〈σi〉 = m,
whih simplies the diagrammati expansion of the ef-
fetive Hamiltonian. We have written a (Maple) sym-
boli ode that i) generates all possible diagrams on the
square lattie, ii) assigns a weight m to multiply on-
neted verties with an odd number of bonds iii) om-
putes the integrals over the dierent vetors exatly and
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iv) omputes the number of ways Ng the graph g an
be loated on the lattie. Ng orresponds to the prod-
ut of the number of bond ordering by the number of
transformations (rotations, reetions, deformations on
the lattie) hanging the representation of the graph but
not the graph itself. It is also worth noting that graphs
free of artiulation vertex have zero umulants. In ad-
dition, we disard graphs that give irrelevant onstant
ontributions, i.e. graphs where the multipliity of eah
vertex is even. With these presriptions, only 55 graphs
ontribute at order β8. They are listed in Tab.I.
As a result, we obtain the eetive energy in the mean-
eld approximation:
E
e
(m) =
(
−β
2
3
− 7β
4
45
− β
5
9
− 391β
6
4536
− β
7
81
+
5173β8
145800
)
m2
+
(
−β
5
18
− 7β
7
162
− 2β
8
27
)
m4
+
(
−β
8
81
)
m6. (29)
Hene the mean-eld free energy is given by
F (m) = E(m) − TS(m) where the entropy
S(m) = − 1+m2 ln
(
1+m
2
) − 1−m2 ln ( 1−m2 ). F (m) is
minimized with respet to the magnetization m: a phase
transition ours at T = 1.07 between an ordered phase
m 6= 0 and a paramagneti phase m = 0. Further, the
transition is of rst order albeit with a very small free
energy barrier (see Fig. 12).
This omputation is repeated for the Ising-RP3 model
with non-linear interation, (Eq. 14 with p = 2). We
obtain
E
e
(m) =
(
1− β
2
3
− 81β
4
800
− 13β
5
200
− 1281493β
6
10080000
−4877β
7
80000
− 5746857169β
8
82944000000
)
m2
+
(
−13β
5
400
− 1351β
7
32000
− 227β
8
8000
)
m4
+
(
−227β
8
48000
)
m6. (30)
As an be seen in Figure 12, the rst-order transition in
this model is muh stronger than in the p = 1 ase, i.e.
(∆βcF )p=2 ≫ (∆βcF )p=1. We also mention that similar
onlusions an be made for model (12) with a = 1.75.
One again, these results support our laim that the
Ising-RP 3 model is lose to a point in parameter spae
where the transition hanges from rst to seond order,
in qualitative agreement with the simulation results.
FIG. 12: (Color online) Mean-eld free energy for model (14)
at the transition temperature, for p = 1 (Ising-RP 3 model,
solid line) and p = 2 (dashed line). In both ases there are two
stable mean-eld solutions and the transition is rst order.
However the energy barrier is muh smaller for p = 1.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a minimal Ising-RP 3 model that
aptures most of the low energy features of frustrated
Heisenberg models with an O(3)−manifold of ground
states. The disrete symmetry-breaking assoiated with
the existene of two onneted omponents of O(3) leads
to an Ising-type ontinuous transition with unonven-
tional features at small sizes. The omplexity of this
transition is due to the strong oupling of the Ising hi-
rality utuations to short range ontinuous spin utu-
ations and to the topologial defets of these textures.
We provided a onsistent piture of these Z2 defets
in presene of hiral utuations. Namely, we showed
that hiral domain walls an also arry a Z2 topolog-
ial harge, albeit deloalized over the interfae. In-
spetion of ongurations revealed that isolated vortex
ores are almost always loated nearby harged domain
walls. At the transition temperature, most defets on-
sist in vortex/harged-wall pairs, while there are a few
vortex/vortex pairs and almost no isolated defet. This
mehanism is essential in understanding the appearane
of point defets at a temperature muh lower than in the
ase where hiral utuations are absent.
We also studied some variants of the model and showed
that the ontinuous transition easily beomes rst-order,
whih lead us to onjeture the existene of a nearby tri-
ritial point in parameter spae. We laried the role
of short-range utuations of the ontinuous variables
in this mehanism by an analogy with the large q-state
Potts model. In this analogy the high density of states
with orthogonal 4D-vetors translate into the large num-
ber q(q − 1) of states with disordered bonds of the Potts
model. Finally we studied two derived versions of the
original model: i) a diluted-Ising model, whih somehow
orresponds to a oarse-grained version of the Ising-RP 3
model (the ontinuous variables are loally averaged and
replaed by disrete variables), and ii) an eetive mul-
tispin Ising model, obtained by traing out the vetor
spins, order by order in β (up to β8). These two models
predit either a weakly rst-order or a ontinuous tran-
13
sition, as well as the existene of a triritial point.
This study sheds light on the large variety of behav-
iors reported for hiral phase transitions in frustrated
spin systems.
4,5,6,7
In all these models, the hirality is
an emergent variable more or less oupled to short-range
spin utuations: in the J1 − J3 model on the square
lattie the hiral variable is the pith of an helix, the
oupling to the short range spin utuations is probably
small and the transition appears to be learly seond-
order and in the Ising universality lass.
5
In the yli
4-spin exhange model on the triangular lattie, the or-
der parameter is a tetrahedron and the hiral variable
is assoiated to the triple produt of three of these four
spins: the transition is probably very weakly rst or-
der.
4,26
In the J1 − J2 model on the kagomé lattie, the
order parameter at T = 0 is a uboatedron, and the
hiral variable is assoiated to the triple produt of three
of these twelve spins. The phase transition evolves from
weakly to strongly rst order when tuning the parameters
towards a ferromagneti-antiferromagneti phase bound-
ary at T = 0: this an be understood in the light of
the present work. Tuning the parameters towards the
ferromagneti phase frustrates the 12-sublattie Néel or-
der and favors short-range disorder and vortex formation.
The assoiated inrease in the entropy unbalane drives
the transition from Ising to strongly rst order, muh in
the same way as in Setion IV.
On the tehnial side, this proximity of a triritial
point in parameter spae evidenes why simulations and
experienes must be lead with great aution, a onlusion
equally supported by reent work from the quite dierent
standpoint of the non perturbative renormalisation group
approah.
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APPENDIX A: MONTE-CARLO ALGORITHM
In this setion we detail the Wang-Landau algo-
rithm
38,39
used to simulate model (2). This method
onsists in building the density of states g(E) progres-
sively, using suessive Monte Carlo iterations. Elemen-
tary moves onsist in rotations of vetors ~vi as well as
ips of hiralities σi. In the ase where the hiralities
are frozen (Setion II B) only the rotation movements
are performed. For ompleteness we mention that the
four-vetors ~vi are sampled uniformly on S
3
using 3 ran-
dom numbers (r, η and ν), independent and uniformly
distributed in [0, 1], aording to
v1 =


√
r cos(2πη)√
r sin(2πη)√
1− r cos(2πν)√
1− r sin(2πν)
(A1)
Starting from an initial guess g(E), the aeptane of a
trial ip/rotation is deided by a Metropolis rule
Π(o→ n) = Min
(
1,
g(Eo)
g(En)
)
(A2)
where the subsripts o and n orresponds the old and
new ongurations, respetively.
Every time a onguration with energy E is visited,
the density of states g(E) is multiplied by a fator f > 1,
g(E) ← g(E)f . To ensure that all ongurations are
well sampled, a histogram H(E) aumulates all vis-
ited states. The rst part of the run is stopped when
H(E) > 104. In a seond part, the histogram H(E) is
reset and the run is ontinued, but the modiation fa-
tor f is now dereased to f1 < f . In the original paper by
Wang,
38 f1 was taken as
√
f , but this hoie is not ne-
essarily the best for ontinuous models.
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In this ase the
onvergene properties were found to be quite satisfying
upon hoosing f1 = f
0.7
. The random walk is ontin-
ued until the histogram of visits H(E) has beome at.
One again, H(E) is reset and the modiation fator is
dereased to f2 < f1, et... Aurate density of states
gn(E) are generally obtained at the n-th iteration, where
n is suh that fn is almost 1 (typially fn − 1 <∼ 10−8).
Sine this model has ontinuous variables, its energy
spetrum is also ontinuous, and the hoie of the energy
bin requires speial are: if the bin is too large, important
details of the spetrum may be lost, whereas if it is too
small, a lot of omputer time is wasted to ensure the
onvergene of the method. In the temperature range
of interest, a size of order ≃ 0.1 is a good ompromise
for the model of Eq. 8. In addition, the energy range
is limited to the region relevant at the transition, and
yields all thermodynami quantities aurately at these
temperatures.
One the density of states g(E) is obtained, all mo-
ments of the energy distribution an be omputed in a
straightforward way as
〈En〉 =
∫
g(E)En exp(−βE)∫
g(E) exp(−βE) (A3)
from whih the spei heat per site is readily obtained:
Cv =
1
N
(〈E2〉 − (〈E〉)2) . (A4)
For the thermodynami quantities that are not diretly
related to the moments of the energy distribution, suh
as the hirality, the vortiity, and their assoiated sus-
eptibilities, or the Binder umulants, we proeed as fol-
lows: an additional simulation is performed where g(E)
14
is no longer modied (a perfet random walk in energy
spae if the density of states g(E) is very aurate). In
this last run additional histograms are stored: hirality
histograms σ(E), σ2(E), σ4(E), and vortiity histogram
V (E), V 2(E), V 4(E).
Chirality (or vortiity) moments are then obtained
from the simple 1D integration
〈Mn〉 =
∫
g(E)M
n(E)
H(E) exp(−βE)∫
g(E) exp(−βE) (A5)
from whih, say, the Binder umulant, is readily obtained
as
U = 1− 〈M
4〉
3(〈M2〉)2 (A6)
where M = σ or V . Contrary to the method of the Joint
Density of States,
41
our method does not require the
onstrution of the two dimensional histogram g(E, σ).
Hene it is not limited to modest lattie sizes (the above
quantities are omputed for L up to L = 80).
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This model does not enompass the breathing modes of
the trihedra that are present in the full frustrated spin
systems: we suspet that these modes would not hange
qualitatively the present piture.
43
RPn is the real projetive spae. It is formed by taking the
quotient of R
n+1 − {0} under the relation of equivalene
x ∼ λx for all real numbers λ 6= 0, or equivalently, by iden-
tifying antipodal points of the unit sphere, Sn, in Rn+1.
RP 2 was introdued in the ontext of liquid rystals11 (see
also Refs. 12,13).
12,13
44
Overall our simulations show no obvious signature of a
vortex unbinding transition. However, more onlusive ar-
guments require the omputation of more vortex-sensitive
15
quantities, suh as the spin stiness
24
, or area versus
perimeter saling laws,
14
whih are numerially very de-
manding.
45
In the Ising-RP 3 model, domain walls separate regions
with σ = +1 from those with σ = −1. Fig. 10 shows that
ferromagneti ongurations of the vetors are favored in
the bulk of hirality domains. On the other hand, orthog-
onal ongurations are favored on bonds that stand aross
domain walls. Hene the lowest energy onguration for
the vetors is to point in diretion, say, [1, 0, 0, 0] in the
σ = +1 domain, and in some orthogonal diretion, say
[0, 1, 0, 0] in the σ = −1 domain. An analog low-energy
onguration in the disrete model of Eq. 18 is obtained
by setting ti = 1 in the bulk of both domains, and tj = 0
in the viinity of the domain wall.
46
The Hamiltonian of the Blume Capel model
32
is H =
−J
P
<i,j>
SiSj + ∆
P
i
S2i , where Si denotes a spin-1 at
site i, J the ferromagneti interation and ∆ the rystal-
eld. The Blume-Capel model and the site-diluted spin
model (18) beome equivalent one the −1 ontribution is
dropped in Eq. 18 and D(T ) = ∆− T ln(2).
47
Although the two-spin interations appearing in Eeff up to
order T−6 are not stritly limited to rst neighbors (see
the graphs in Table I).
